Learning Outcomes: Radiography

- **Radiography, Degree**
  - Perform entry level skills competently as described by the scope of practice for radiography.
  - Perform effective communication skills within the healthcare environment.
  - Provide a safe environment in the healthcare setting.
  - Practice professional behaviors in the healthcare setting.
  - Execute safe clinical decision making in medical imaging.

- **Computed Tomography (CT), Advanced Technical Certificate**
  - Perform entry level skills competently as described by the scope of practice for computed tomography.
  - Perform effective communication skills within the healthcare environment.
  - Provide a safe environment in the healthcare setting.
  - Practice professional behaviors in the healthcare setting.
  - Execute safe clinical decision making in medical imaging.

- **Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Advanced Technical Certificate**
  - Perform entry level skills competently as described by the scope of practice for magnetic resonance imaging.
  - Perform effective communication skills within the healthcare environment.
  - Provide a safe environment in the healthcare setting.
  - Practice professional behaviors in the healthcare setting.
  - Execute safe clinical decision making in medical imaging.